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Hybrids of equidistribution and Monte Carlo methods of integration can achieve
the superior accuracy of the former while allowing the simple error estimation
methods of the latter. In particular, randomized (0, m, s)-nets in base b produce
unbiased estimates of the integral, have a variance that tends to zero faster than 1n
for any square integrable integrand and have a variance that for finite n is never
more than e.2.718 times as large as the Monte Carlo variance. Lower bounds
than e are known for special cases. Some very important (t, m, s)-nets have t>0.
The widely used Sobol’ sequences are of this form, as are some recent and very
promising nets due to Niederreiter and Xing. Much less is known about ran-
domized versions of these nets, especially in s>1 dimensions. This paper shows
that scrambled (t, m, s)-nets enjoy the same properties as scrambled (0, m, s)-nets,
except the sampling variance is guaranteed only to be below bt[(b+1)(b&1)]s
times the Monte Carlo variance for a least-favorable integrand and finite n.  1998
Academic Press
Key Words : integration; latin hypercube; multiresolution; orthogonal array
sampling; quasi-Monte Carlo; wavelets.
1. INTRODUCTION
We consider the problem of integrating a function f over the unit cube
of dimension s. We assume that f # L2[0, 1)s. For large enough s, Monte
Carlo methods and equidistribution methods are most widely used. Owen
[10] proposed a hybrid of these two techniques based on scrambling the
digits in a (t, m, s)-net or (t, s)-sequence in base b. The resulting method
provides unbiased estimates of I=[0, 1)s f (X) dX having a variance that
is o(1n) along the sequence n=*bm, 1*<b, 0m. Standard Monte
Carlo sampling with U[0, 1)s random variables, produces an unbiased
estimate with variance _2n, where _2=[0, 1)s ( f (X)&I )
2 dX. Thus for any
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nonconstant f the ratio of the scrambled net variance to the ordinary
Monte Carlo variance tends to zero as n  .
Much more is known about the sampling variance for nets with t=0
such as those of Faure [3] and their generalization by Niederreiter [7]
than for nets with t>0, such as those of Sobol’ [14] or Niederreiter and
Xing [9]. For instance, Theorem 2 of Owen [12] shows that under mild
smoothness conditions on f, the scrambled net variance is of order
n&3 (log n)s&1 as n=*bm  , for nets with t=0. These powers of logs are
not negligible for practical n. But Theorem 1 of Owen [12] shows that for
n=*bm the scrambled net variance is never more than 1+e.3.718 times
the Monte Carlo variance and in numerical results reported there, this
bound can be reduced to e.2.718 for any dimension s100. Furthermore,
Hickernell (1996) has obtained a result on the sampling behavior of the
star discrepancy of a scrambled net, in the case where t=0.
In the one-dimensional case, with mt>0, Corollary 2 of Owen [11]
shows that the scrambled (t, m, 1)-net variance in base b is no more than
bt times the variance for a scrambled (0, m&t, 1)-net in base b and, hence,
is no more than bt times the Monte Carlo variance.
The main purpose of this paper is to study the variance of scrambled net
integration over nets with t>0 such as those of Sobol’ [14] and
Niederreiter and Xing [9]. Sections 2 and 3 provide background on
(t, m, s)-nets and their randomizations, respectively. Section 4 considers the
properties of randomized (t, m, s)-nets with t>0, summarizing old results
and presenting new ones. Theorem 1 shows that the variance under scram-
bled (t, m, s)-net sampling in base b is never more than bt[(b+1)(b&1)]s
times as large as the Monte Carlo variance. It may be possible to improve
the term in square brackets, but no bound smaller than bt can hold.
Section 5 contains stronger results under stronger conditions. As for t=0,
scrambled nets with t>0 achieve a variance that is O(n&3 (log n)s&1) for
smooth enough integrands. Better results may also be expected for nets
with additional equidistribution properties, such as a smaller value of t for
some coordinate projections, and the absence of duplicate points. Section 6
discusses the consequences of these results for scrambling the nets of
Niederreiter and Xing [9]. Section 7 presents some numerical results for
scrambling the nets of Sobol’ [14]. The conclusions are summarized in
Section 8.
2. (T, M, S)-NETS AND (T, S)-SEQUENCES
This section introduces the notation and definitions used. The integer
s1 denotes the dimension of the domain of f. This domain is always
the half open cube [0, 1)s. Any domain that can be expressed as the image
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of the unit cube under some function can be handled by subsuming the
imaging function into f. The integrand f can also absorb weights used for
importance sampling or periodization of the integrand. The half open cube
is chosen because it partitions easily into half open subcubes and hyper-
rectangles.
A point in the cube is denoted by X=(X1, ..., X s) or by Xi=(X 1i , ..., X
s
i ).
The estimate of I is I =I n=n&1 ni=1 f (Xi) for carefully chosen points
Xi # [0, 1)s.
The set A=[1, 2, ..., s] denotes the coordinate axes of [0, 1)s. The letter
u denotes a subset of A and |u| is the cardinality of u. These subsets appear
as superscripts: [0, 1)u denotes the space values for components of X j
with j # u, Xu denotes the coordinate projection of X onto [0, 1)u and, in
integrals, dXu=>j # u dX j. The case u=< can require special attention,
either by a natural convention, or by restricting some operations to |u|>0.
The integer b2 is used throughout as a base for representing points in
[0, 1). Thus X ji =

k=1 xijkb
&k, where xijk are integers with 0x ijk<b.
An elementary interval of [0, 1)s in base b is a set of the form
E = ‘
s
j=1 _
t j
bkj
,
t j+1
bkj +
for nonnegative integers kj and tj<bkj. Tezuka [15] uses the shorter term
b-ary box, which we adopt.
Let t and m be nonnegative integers. A finite sequence X1 , ..., Xn # [0, 1)s
with n=bm is a (t, m, s)-net in base b if every b-ary box of volume bt&m
contains exactly bt points of the sequence.
Smaller values of t imply better equidistribution properties for the net.
For the best case, with t=0, every b-ary box of volume 1n has one of the
n points in the sequence. Given m, s, and b, the smallest possible value of
t may be larger than 0. See Mullen, Mahalanabis, and Niederreiter [6] for
some tables of attainable nets. Note that those tables do not reflect the
recent constructions of Niederreiter and Xing [9].
Let t be a nonnegative integer. An infinite sequence X1 , X2 , ... # [0, 1)s is
a (t, s)-sequence in base b if for all m0 and all k0 the finite sequence
Xkbm+1 , ..., X(k+1) bm is a (t, m, s)-net in base b. Niederreiter [8] discusses
existence and construction of (t, s)-sequences and (t, m, s)-nets.
The advantage of using nets taken from (t, s)-sequences is that one can
increase n through a sequence of values n=*bm, 1*<b, and find that the
computation of I (*+1) bm can reuse all of the function evaluations used in
I *bm . As n increases through this sequence of values, every b-ary box of
volume V eventually contains nV of the points, and once such a b-ary box
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is balanced this way, it remains balanced as n increases. Yue [17] finds
that values of n other than *bm can be extremely inefficient.
The initial *bm points of a (t, s)-sequence are well equidistributed but are
not ordinarily a (t, m, s)-net. Let m, t, * be integers with 0tm, and
1*<b. A sequence (Xi) of *bm points is called a (*, t, m, s)-net in base
b if every b-ary box of volume bt&m contains *bt points of the sequence and
no b-ary box of volume bt&m&1 contains more than bt points of the
sequence.
Numerical integration by averaging over the points of a (t, m, s)-net has
an error of order n&1 (log n)s&1 for functions of bounded variation in the
sense of Hardy and Krause. See Niederreiter [8] for this result and some
sharper versions of it. The rate attained as n   in a (t, s)-sequence is
n&1 (log n)s.
3. SCRAMBLED NETS
Suppose that X1 , ..., Xn is a (t, m, s)-net in base b. Write X ji =
k=1 x ijkb
&k. It is possible to apply some permutations to the digits xijk
while retaining the net property for X1 , ..., Xn .
Owen [10] describes such a scheme using uniform random permutations
of the integers 0, ..., b&1. There are b! permutations of these integers and
a uniform random permutation is one in which all permutations have the
same probability.
This scheme proceeds as follows and may be described for a generic
point A # [0, 1)s. Suppose A=(A1, ..., As) and A j=k=1 aijkb
&k. Now let
X=(X1, ..., X s) with X j=k=1 x ijkb
&k. The scrambled version of A is the
point X, obtained by taking xijk to be the permutations, described below,
of the digits aijk .
The permutation applied to aijk depends on the values of aijh for h<k.
Specifically xij1=? j (aij1), x ij2=?jaij1 (aij2), x ij3=? jaij1aij2 (a ij3), and, in general,
xijk = ? jaij1aij2 } } } aij k&1 (aijk),
where ?jaij1aij2 } } } aij k&1 is a random per mutation of [0, 1, ..., b&1]. The
permutations are mutually independent uniform random permutations.
The following geometrical description may help the reader visualize this
scrambling. The rule for choosing xij1 is like cutting the unit cube into b
equal (congruent) parts along the X j axis and then reassembling these
parts in random order to reform the cube. The rule for choosing x ij2 is like
cutting the unit cube into b2 equal parts along the X j axis, taking them as
b groups of b consecutive parts, and reassembling the b parts within each
group in random order. The rule for xijk involves cutting the cube into bk
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equal parts along the X j axis, forming bk&1 groups of b equal parts, and
reassembling the b parts within each group in random order.
The sequence (Xi) inherits certain equidistribution properties of (Ai) and
the individual points in it are uniformly distributed on [0, 1)s. The following
two propositions are proved in Owen [10, 11].
Proposition 1. If (Ai) is a (*, t, m, s)-net in base b then (Xi) is a
(*, t, m, s)-net in base b with probability 1.
Proposition 2. Let A be a point in [0, 1)s and let X be the scrambled
version of A as described above. Then X has the uniform distribution on
[0, 1)s.
3.1. Haar-like Decomposition of L2[0, 1)s
Owen [11] develops a multivariate base b Haar multiresolution of
L2[0, 1)s, that can be used to write f as a sum of step functions. Here we
sketch the results.
Let uA be a subset of the input axes of L2[0, 1)s. Let } be a vector
of |u| nonnegative integers kj , j # u and let |}| denote j # u k j . Then there
are b |u| +|}| b-ary boxes
Eu, }, { = ‘
j # u _
t j
bkj+1
,
tj+1
bkj+1+ ‘j  u [0, 1)
where { is a |u| vector of nonnegative integers tj<bkj+1.
The function f may be written as a sum of step functions,
f (X) = :
uA
:
}
&u, } (X),
where &u, }(X) is constant within each of b |u|+|}| b-ary boxes Eu, }, { and
integrates to zero over any b-ary box containing Eu, }, { as a proper subset.
These step functions are mutually orthogonal, &<, ( ) takes the constant
value I on the trivial b-ary box [0, 1)s, and
| ( f (X)&I )2 dX = _2 = :
|u| >0
:
}
_2u, } ,
where _2u, }= &u, } (X)
2 dX.
In an ANOVA decomposition of f over [0, 1)s that mimics the usual
ANOVA decomposition used for the discrete product domains widely used
in experimental design, the effect of the variables u equals } &u, } . This
functional ANOVA appears in Efron and Stein [2] and in an operator
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form, in Wahba [16]. The connection between &u, } and the ANOVA is
shown in Owen [11].
3.2. Variance over scrambled nets
Suppose that Xi is obtained by scrambling the base b digits of Ai for
i=1, ..., n. Then the variance of I =n&1 ni=1 f (Xi) is
1
n
:
|u|>0
:
}
1u, } _2u, } ,
where _2u, }= &
2
u, }(X) dX and 1u, } is determined by balance properties
among A1 , ..., An . The constants 1u, } are interpreted as ‘‘gains’’ that multiply
the variance contribution of &u, } . If 1u, }=0, then &u, } does not contribute
to the variance of I , and if 1u, }=1, then &u, } contributes as much as it
would under simple Monte Carlo sampling with independent Xi tU[0, 1)s.
The value of 1u, } depends on the number and arrangement of matches
among the various base b digits of the A ji . It follows from Section 7 of
Owen [11] that
1u, } =
1
n(b&1) |u|
:
n
i=1
:
n
j=1
‘
r # u
(bNi, j, r&Wi, j, r), (1)
where
Ni, j, r = Ni, j, r (}) = 1wbkr+1Ari x=wbkr+1Arj x
and
Wi, j, r = Wi, j, r (}) = 1wbkrAri x=wbkrArj x
are indicator variables designating ‘‘narrow’’ and ‘‘wide’’ matches, respec-
tively, between the components Ari and A
r
j . This formula holds for an
arbitrary sequence Ai # [0, 1)s but it can simplify for nets A i , especially
nets with t=0.
Some counting arguments in Owen [11] show that if Ai are a
(*, 0, m, s)-net in base b and m|u|+ |}| then 1u, }=0. This is intuitively
obvious because &u, } is constant within each of b |u|+|}| b-ary boxes and by
placing the same number *bm&|u|&|}| of points in all of those b-ary boxes,
the scrambled (*, 0, m, s)-net integrates &u, } without error. Further counting
arguments show that 1u, }=1 for |}|>m (or |}|=m and *=1). Thus very
coarse effects do not contribute to the integration variance and very fine
effects contribute the same as under simple Monte Carlo.
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When |u|>1 or *>1, there are also some intermediate effects for which
1 can be larger or smaller than one. But for (*, 0, m, s)-nets in base b with
s100 and for (0, m, s)-nets in base b and any dimension s1 it holds
that 1u, }e.2.718. For (*, 0, m, s)-nets in base b and s1 it is known
that 1u, }1+e.3.718 but this bound may not be tight.
From these facts it follows that the sampling variance is o(1n) for any
integrand f # L2[0, 1)s, when scrambled (0, m, s)-nets in base b are used.
The reason is that the 1u, } are uniformly bounded in u, }, and n and that
each 1u, } vanishes for large enough n. Thus scrambled net integration is
more accurate than Monte Carlo sampling for which the variance is _2n.
Under mild smoothness conditions on f, Owen [11] shows that scrambled
nets with t=0 achieve a sampling variance that is O(n&3 (log n)s&1) as
n  .
4. THE CASE WITH T>0
Very little is known about the variance of averages over scrambled nets
with t>0. In the special case of dimension s=1, Corollary 2 of Owen
(1997a) shows that when mt
VR&(*, t, m, 1) (I )  btVR&(*, 0, m&t, 1) (I ) (2)
while for m<t
VR&(*, t, m, 1) (I )  btVMC (I ). (3)
The subscripts in Eqs. (2) and (3) designate the sort of net being ran-
domized. Thus in one dimension, a scrambled (*, t, m, 1)-net has variance
no larger than bt times that of a (*, 0, m&t, 1)-net (which exists whenever
m>t). The upper bound (2) is attainable in the trivial, case where the
(*, t, m, 1)-net is constructed from bt identical copies of a (*, 0, m&t, 1)-net
and (3) is attainable in the more trivial case in which the (*, t, m, 1)-net is
constructed from bt identical copies of a single randomly chosen point.
These upper bounds are far from sharp in the sense that given a set of
points Ai to scramble, there may be no integrand attaining the bounds. For
example, the (*, t, m, 1)-net may in fact be a (*, 0, m, 1)-net. The root of
the problem is that when t>0, the definition of a (t, m, 1)-net is not sharp
enough to determine all of the 1u, } of Eq. (1) because it is not sharp
enough to determine the indicator variables Ni, j, r and Wi, j, r .
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The bound in Eq. (2) has not been proved when the dimension 1 is
replaced by s>1. If it held, then we would have
3.718bt_2 (4)
as an upper bound for VR&(*, t, m, s) (I ). It may be hard to believe that
scrambling a (*, t, m, s)-net could be worse than scrambling bt identical
copies of a (*, 0, m&t, s)-net, but incredulity is no proof. Furthermore, for
many practically useful (*, t, m, s)-nets, no (*, 0, m&t, s)-net can exist,
although (4) still makes sense.
Some facts can be determined from the definition of a (*, t, m, s)-net. For
example, if mt+|u|+|}| then 1u, }=0, just as for the t=0 case
described above. This is obvious, given that all b-ary boxes of volume
b&|u| &|}| get the same number *bm&|u|&|}| of points, so that &u, } must be
correctly integrated. For completeness it is proved by a counting argument
in Lemma 2 below, along with Lemma 1 which follows from Owen [11].
Lemma 1. Let Xi be the points of a scrambled (*, t, m, 1)-net in base b.
Then for u=[1] and }=(k1) with k10 we have 1u, }=0 if k1<m&t and
1u, }bt (b&*)(b&1) if k1=m&t and 1u, }bt if k1>m&t.
Proof. This lemma follows from the parts of Corollary 2 of Owen [11]
having to do with (*, t, m, s)-nets. The value k in that Corollary is k1+1
here. K
Lemma 2. Let Xi be the points of a scrambled (*, t, m, s)-net in base b.
Then 1u, }=0 if |}|+ |u|m&t.
Proof. From (1),
1u, } =
1
n(b&1) |u|
:
n
i=1
:
n
j=1
‘
r # u
(bNi, j, r&Wi, j, r)
=
1
n(b&1) |u|
:
vu
b |v| (&1) |u| &|v| :
n
i=1
:
n
j=1
‘
r # v
Ni, j, r ‘
r # u&v
Wi, j, r . (5)
But for fixed i and v the value of >r # v Ni, j, r >r # u&v Wi, j, r is 1 if and
only if Xj is inside a certain b-ary box of volume b&|v|&|}| containing Xi .
Because m&t|v|+ |}| there are exactly *bm&|v|&|}| such Xj with
1 jn. Thus,
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1u, } =
1
(b&1) |u|
:
vu
b |v| (&1) |u|&|v| *bm&|v|&|}|
=
*bm&|}|
(b&1) |u|
:
|u|
r=0 \
|u|
r + (&1) |u|&r
= 0. K
At the other extreme, consider |}|>m&t so that for no vu is the b-ary
box of Xj values on which >r # v N i, j, r >r # u&v Wi, j, r=1 of volume bm&t
or larger. For such fine effects we have the new result.
Lemma 3. Let Xi be the points of a scrambled (*, t, m, s)-net in base b.
Then if |}|>m&t,
1u, }  bt _b
|u|+(b&2) |u|
2(b&1) |u| &  bt _
bs+(b&2)s
2(b&1)s & .
Proof. Define Di, j, r=Wi, j, r&Ni, j, r . Clearly D i, j, r0 because any Ari
and Arj that are close enough to make Ni, j, r=1 must also make W i, j, r=1.
Substituting in (1),
1u, } =
1
n(b&1) |u|
:
n
i=1
:
n
j=1
‘
r # u
((b&1) Ni, j, r&Di, j, r)
=
1
n(b&1) |u|
:
vu
(b&1) |v| (&1) |u|&|v| :
n
i=1
:
n
j=1
‘
r # v
Ni, j, r ‘
r # u&v
Di, j, r .
Now
0  ‘
r # v
N i, j, r ‘
r # u&v
Di, j, r  ‘
r # v
Ni, j, r ‘
r # u&v
Wi, j, r ,
the indicator of a b-ary box of volume b&|v|&|}|<bt&m and so
0  :
n
j=1
‘
r # v
Ni, j, r ‘
r # u&v
Di, j, r  bt. (6)
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Therefore,
1u, } 
1
(b&1) |u|
:
|u|
r=0 \
|u|
r + (b&1)r max((&1) |u| &r bt, 0) (7)
=
bt
(b&1) |u|
:
|u|
r=0 \
|u|
r + (b&1) |u|&r max((&1)r, 0)
=
bt
(b&1) |u|
:
0 j|u|2 \
|u|
2j + (b&1) |u|&2j
= bt :
0 j|u|2 \
|u|
2j + (b&1)&2j
=
bt
2
((1+(b&1)&1) |u|+(1&(b&1)&1) |u|)
= bt _b
|u|+(b&2) |u|
2(b&1) |u| & .
The second inequality follows easily, by showing g(r+1)& g(r)>0 for
integers r1, where g(r)=(br+(b&2)r)(b&1)r. K
In the important special case b=2, the first bound in Lemma 3 reduces
to 2t+|u|&1. For one dimension, that is, s=|u|=1, the bound reduces to bt
which is as sharp as Lemma 1. For t=0 the bound does not reduce to 1.0,
unless |u|=1. For t=0, only the r=|u| term in (7) can be positive, but the
calculations in Lemma 3 do not exploit this.
The device of writing W=N+D serves to make the bound in Lemma 3
sharper than it otherwise would be. In the absence of this device, each
appearance of (b&1)r in (7) would have to be replaced by br.
The factor bt in the bound comes directly from the fact that a b-ary box
of vanishingly small volume can still contain bt points of a (*, t, m, s)-net.
That is, this factor stems from an equality. To improve upon it would
require special additional assumptions beyond those implied by the defini-
tion of a (*, t, m, s)-net. The second factor, [(b |u|+(b&2) |u|)(2(b&1) |u|)]
stems from inequalities that are not necessarily sharp. For this paper, we
adopt a convention of using square brackets, as above, to enclose portions
of an upper bound that are most likely to be improvable.
The remaining cases are those for which |}|<m&t<|}|+|u|. Such
cases do not arise when s=1 because there are no integers strictly between
|}| and |}|+1.
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Lemma 4. Let Xi be the points of a scrambled (*, t, m, s)-net in base b.
If |}|<m&t<|}|+|u|, then
1u, }  bt _b+1b&1&
|u|
 bt _b+1b&1&
s
Proof. An application of the binomial theorem gives
0 = :
vu
(&1) |u|&|v|. (8)
In Lemma 2, Eq. (5) was obtained without assumptions on the size of
m&t. Subtracting a multiple of (8) from (5) yields
1u, } =
1
n(b&1) |u|
:
vu
b |v| (&1) |u|&|v| Mv , (9)
where
Mv = Cv&n*bm&|v| &|}| (10)
and
Cv = :
n
i=1
:
n
j=1
‘
r # v
Ni, j, r ‘
r # u&v
Wi, j, r . (11)
The net property gives Mv=0 for |v|m&t&|}|. For |v|>m&t&|}|
we have the bounds
0  Mv  n(bt&*bm&|v|&|}|)<nbt. (12)
The lower bound in Eq. (12) comes from writing Cv as a sum over b |v|+|}|
b-ary boxes of the squared number of Xi in those boxes. That number can-
not be smaller than the number of boxes times the squared average number
of points per box, so Cvn2b&|v|&|}|=n*b&|v|&|}| and, hence, Mv0. The
upper bound in Eq. (12) comes from noting that the summation over j in
the definition of Cv cannot be larger than bt by the definition of a
(*, t, m, s)-net.
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Finally,
1u, } <
1
n(b&1) |u|
:
|u|
r=m&t&|}| +1 \
|u|
r + brnbt

1
(b&1) |u|
:
|u|
r=0 \
|u|
r + br+t
 bt _b+1b&1&
|u|
 bt _b+1b&1&
s
. K
The bracketed expression in the bound for Lemma 4 is larger than that
in Lemma 3. In particular for base b=2, the terms covered by Lemma 3
have a multiplier of 2t+|u|&1 while those covered by Lemma 3 have a mul-
tiplier of 2t3 |u|. We summarize the new and old results as follows.
Theorem 1. Let Xi be the points of a scrambled (*, t, m, s)-net in
base b, and let f be a function on [0, 1)s with integral I and
 ( f &I )2 dX=_2<. Let I =n&1 ni=1 f (Xi), where n=*b
m. Then
V(I ) = o(1n) as n   (13)
and
V(I ) 
bt
n _
b+1
b&1&
s
_2. (14)
For t=0,
V(I ) 
1
n \
b
b&1+
s&1
_2. (15)
For s=1,
V(I ) 
bt
n
_2. (16)
For b=2,
V(I ) 
2t3s
n
_2. (17)
Proof. Let 1u, } (n) denote the value of 1u, } for the scrambled
(*, t, m, s)-net in base b. Then using Lemma 2,
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nV(I ) = :
u, }
1u, } (n) _2u, }
= :
|u| +|}|>m&t
1u, } (n) _2u, }
 \b+1b&1+
s
bt :
|u|+|}|>m&t
_2u, }
 0
as n and, hence, m tend to infinity. This establishes (13).
For (14) we use _2=u, } _2u, } ,
V(I ) =
1
n
:
u, }
1u, }(n) _2u, }

1
n \
b+1
b&1+
s
bt :
u, }
_2u, }
=
1
n \
b+1
b&1+
s
bt_2.
Equation (15) follows from Theorem 3 of Owen [11]. Equation (16)
follows from Lemma 1; Eq. (17) follows by taking b=2 in Eq. (14). K
Theorem 1 establishes that for any square integrable f, integration based
on scrambled (*, t, m, s)-nets achieves better than o(1n) asymptotic
variance rate customary for Monte Carlo methods. A better asymptote
does not imply better behavior in finite samples, but Theorem 1 also shows
that for finite n=*bm and any f the variance is never more than a factor
bt[(b+1)(b&1)]s greater than that of Monte Carlo. In the one-dimen-
sional case this bounding factor is simply bt and is attainable in the case
of a scrambled (t, m, 1)-net obtained from bt identical copies of a scram-
bled (0, m&t, 1)-net. In higher dimensions, the bounding factor is larger
than bt. Perhaps there are (t, m, s)-nets that are ‘‘worse’’ than using bt
copies of a (0, m&t, s)-net (such a net does not always exist to be copied),
or perhaps the inequalities are not very sharp.
5. T>0 AND ADDITIONAL ASSUMPTIONS
Some improvements can be made for t>0 under additional assumptions.
Here we consider three such conditions: better values of t for some coor-
dinated projections, absence of duplicate points, and smoother integrands.
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For a (t, s)-sequence, a subset of the input variables X ui forms a (t*, |u| )-
sequence for some t*t, in the same base b as that of the original
sequence. Let us define tu to be the smallest possible value t* for which X ui
is a (t*, |u| )-sequence in base b.
For the Sobol’ sequences b=2, tu=0 holds for |u|=1, and tu can be
much smaller than t for other small subsets u, especially those contained
within the leading input dimensions. In practice, the success of integration
with the Sobol’ sequence can depend on making a good match between
input variables and components of the sequence. In particular,
V(I ) 
1
n
:
u: |u|>0
2tu _3 |u| :} # K1(u) _
2
u, }+2
|u|&1 :
} # K2(u)
_2u, }& , (18)
where K1 (u) is the set of |u|-vectors } with |}| strictly between m&tu&|u|
and m&tu and K2 (u) is the set of |u|-vectors } with |}|>m&tu&|u|.
Other things being equal, it pays to arrange for a small value of tu to
correspond to sets u with large _2u, } .
For t>0, the definition of (*, t, m, s)-nets in base b allows for the
possibility that Xi and Xj might be identical even if i{ j. In fact Xi could
be one of bt identical points. Many constructions do not contain duplicated
points. This additional information can be used to sharpen Lemma 3 as
follows.
Lemma 5. Let Xi be the points of a scrambled (*, t, m, s)-net in base b.
Suppose also that there is an integer 200 such that no b-ary box of volume
b&m&20 contains more than one of the Xi . Then if |}|m+20 ,
1u, }  _b
|u|+(b&2) |u|
2(b&1) |u| &  _
bs+(b&2)s
2(b&1)s & .
More generally, suppose that for an integer a0 that there is an integer
2a0 such that no b-ary box of volume ba&m&2a has more than ba of the
Xi . Then if |}|m&a+2a ,
1u, }  ba _b
|u|+(b&2) |u|
2(b&1) |u| &  ba _
bs+(b&2)s
2(b&1)s & .
Proof. The argument in Lemma 3 can be applied here, except that the
constant bt bounding the number of points in a b-ary box in Eq. (6) can
be reduced to ba. K
Lemma 5 shows that for the high frequency parts of the integrand,
scrambled (*, t, m, s)-nets can be much better than indicated by Lemma 3,
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for nets that do not duplicate points. Smaller values of 20 imply a reduced
tendency towards ‘‘near duplicates’’ and the result is that more of the high
frequency parts are well handled.
It may be possible to use similar ideas to sharpen Lemma 4, but to do
so appears to require detailed information about the point set at hand.
Specifically, for each integer 0a<t let 2a be the smallest integer for
which no b-ary box of volume ba&m&2a has more than ba of the X i . If no
such finite 2a exists, then take 2a=. The factor bt in Eq. (12) may be
reduced to ba$, where a$=a$( |v| ) is the smallest a for which
2aa&m&|}|+|v|. The final step in the proof of Lemma 4 takes a sum
over r=|v|. In the rth term of this sum, the exponent bt could be replaced
by ba$( |v| ).
Suppose that the function f is well behaved, and not merely square
integrable. Perhaps f is of bounded variation in the sense of Hardy and
Krause, or perhaps f is ‘‘smooth,’’ having a Lipshitz continuous mixed
partial of order s. We summarize some of these results. The third result is
a small new extension of older work.
Theorem 2. Under the conditions of Theorem 1, if f is of bounded varia-
tion in the sense of Hardy and Krause and Xi are the points of a scrambled
(t, s)-sequence in base b then without requiring n=*bm
V(I ) = O(n&2 (log n)2s). (19)
If f is of bounded variation in the sense of Hardy and Krause and Xi are the
points of a scrambled (t, m, s)-net then
V(I ) = O(n&2 (log n)2(s&1)). (20)
If sf X is Lipshitz continuous then
V(I ) = O(n&3 (log n)s&1). (21)
Proof. The first two points follow from arguments made first in Owen
[10]. For (19), note that when the Xi are from a scrambled (t, s)-sequence
we have |I &I |=O(n&1 (log n)s). Because E(I )=I, we have V(I )=
E( |I &I |2)=O(n&2 (log n)2s). Equation (20) follows after noting that for a
scrambled (t, m, s)-net |I &I |=O(n&1 (log n)s&1).
If f has a Lipshitz continuous mixed partial derivative of order s, then
Owen [12] shows that _2u, }=O(b
&2 |}| ). From Lemma 4 we have that 1u, }
is bounded. Thus,
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V(I ) =
1
n
:
|u|>0
:
}
1u, } (n) _2u, }
= O \1n :|u|>0 :|}| >m&t&|u| b
&2 |}|+
= O \1n :|u|>0 :

l=(m&t&|u| +1)+
b&2l \ |u|+l&1|u|&1 ++ ,
where z+=max(z, 0) and there are ( |u|+l&1l&1 ) different |u|-vectors } of non-
negative elements with |}|=l. For very large n, we may suppose that
mt+s&1t+|u|&1, and write l=m&t&|u|+r for r1. Then
b&2l=O(b&2m)=O(n&2) and so
V(I ) = O \ 1n3 :|u|>0 :

r=1
b&2r \m&t+r&1|u|&1 ++ .
Finally, as in Owen [12] the weighted sum of binomial coefficients is
O((log n) |u| &1) and so V(I )=O(n&3(log n)s&1). K
6. SCRAMBLED NIEDERREITERXING ASYMPTOTICS
The final asymptotic stage in the proof of (21) sets in after n=bt+s. One
cannot expect the superior rate to take hold at smaller sample sizes than
this, but for integrands that are well behaved it is reasonable to expect the
variance to decline rapidly after this value of n, although very localized
integrands could require still larger samples.
The NiederreiterXing points can be constructed in any prime power
base. For the special case b=2, the value of t obtained for large s, is
roughly equal to s. Thus for scrambled NiederreiterXing points in base 2,
the turning point can be expected to occur around a sample size of
nr22s=4s, using trs. By comparison, scrambled (0, m, s)-nets, including
Faure and Niederreiter constructions with bs, have a turning point rear
bsrss. The generalized Faure and generalized Niederreiter sequences of
Tezuka [15] have the same values of m, s, and b as their ungeneralized
counterparts and, hence, they have the same turning points. Thus the
scrambled NiederreiterXing points bring the asymptote much closer, in
high dimensions.
Suppose that N denotes the largest possible sample size one might use.
Let s0 be the largest dimension at which the Faure and Niederreiter
sequences enter the asymptotic region by sample size N and let s1 be the
corresponding dimension for the NiederreiterXing sequences in base 2.
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Then s1 rs0 log(s0)log(4). At the time of writing one might suppose that
s0 is 8 or 9 for a fairly determined investigator. These correspond to
N.1.67_107 and N.3.87_108, respectively. For s0=8 we find s1=12
and for s0=9 we find s1=14. Thus, the scrambled NiederreiterXing
points produce a modest increase in the dimension at which the asymptote
is relevant. Such small improvements in dimension correspond to
staggeringly large improvements measured by sample size; to reach the tur-
ning point in dimension s1 with a (0, m, s1)-net would be prohibitive. As
computing speed and exploitation of parallelization increase we can expect
s0 to increase slowly and s1 to increase somewhat faster.
For NiederreiterXing sequences in base b=2 with t roughly equal to s,
Theorem 1 implies that the corresponding scrambled sequences never have
more than about 6s times the variance of ordinary Monte Carlo. This
bound is disappointing, because for moderately large s a variance multiple
of 6s is not easily compensated even by an asymptotic variance smaller by
a factor like n&2.
While the performance bound is disappointing, it does not mean that the
points themselves are disappointing. The bound applies to a least favorable
integrand and uses inequalities that are not sharp. Equation (18) holds for
NiederreiterXing points with b=2, so the true utility of scrambling them
might be established by a detailed investigation of the values of tu . Or
perhaps a sharper inequality than that in Theorem 1 would serve. It is also
possible that properties of these points other than the values of tu can be
used to obtain still sharper bounds. Finally a numerical investigation of
these points would shed some light on their performance for realistic
sample sizes.
7. SCRAMBLED SOBOL’ POINTS EXAMPLE
In this section, scrambled Sobol’ points are investigated numerically.
First we investigate a fully s dimensional integrand and then later explore
some integrands with lower effective dimension.
To begin, we consider the integrand f (X)=12s2 > sj=1 (X
j&0.5) which
has integral I=0 and variance _2=1 for any s. It has only s-dimensional
structure in that _2u, }=0 if |u|<s. Scrambled nets are based on piecewise
constant approximations to f, and this f is multilinear. Thus f is not artifi-
cially easy for scrambled nets, at least in terms of the rates of convergence
to be expected. Clearly there are harder s-dimensional integrands, such as
oscillatory or localized ones.
In large dimensions s, this integrand is quite difficult for Monte Carlo or
uniform sampling methods. The reason is that most of the variation is con-
centrated in 2s small corner subregions. For large s and small sample sizes
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n, the estimate I will usually be very close to the truth I=0 because none
of the corner spikes will have been sampled. But as n increases a small
number of spike samples will be obtained and the result will be quite
erratic until n becomes so large that a large number of spike samples has
been seen.
Owen [12] shows that
_2u, } = 1 |u|=sb
&2 |}| \b
2&1
b2 +
s
,
and then evaluates V(I ) under scrambled (*, 0, m, s)-net sampling. The
main finding is that V(I ).1n until n=bs from which point V(I ) decreases
at close to the n&3 rate, at least judging the graphs by eye. The theory in
Owen [12] and an empirical investigation provide an approximation,
1
n
, if n  bs,
V(I ) . { (22)(log n)s&1n3 *2(s&1)! \b2&1log b +s&1 , if n > bs,
that seems to fit well. This comes from Eq. (4.2) of Owen [12] upon noticing
that the squared norm in that expression is equal to 12s.
For the Sobol’ sequences it is not possible to calculate V(I ) because the
1u, } are not known and calculating them by brute force is too expensive.
But the Sobol’ sequence variance can be estimated by sampling. Sobol’
sequences in dimensions 1 through 40 were randomized independently.
Each simulation had 100 independent randomizations of n=65536 sample
points.
Figure 1 shows the results for the multilinear integrand in dimensions 5,
10, and 20. Reference lines are shown at n&12 corresponding to Monte
Carlo, at n&32 corresponding to the asymptote for randomized quasi-
Monte Carlo and a third reference line follows the n&12 line until n=210
whereupon it descends parallel to the n&32 reference line. This third
reference line is what one might naively expect for a (5, 5)-sequence in
base 2, for which the QMC gains could appear by n=bs+t=25+5. The
observed behavior for s=5 agrees crudely with the reference line. For the
other dimensions, the observed behavior is consistent with the idea that the
improvement over Monte Carlo might not set in, until nbt+s which in
both cases is much larger than 65536.
Notice that for s=20 we already see that the error does not initially
decrease with increasing n. This is due to the spikes in f, as described
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FIG. 1. Shown are the RMS errors of scrambled Sobol’ points for the multilinear
integrand described in the text, for dimensions s # [5, 10, 20], and sample sizes 2k, for
k=1, ..., 16. The reference lines are relevant to Monte Carlo and randomized quasi-Monte
Carlo, as described in the text.
above. The curve for s=40 is not shown, being much more subject to the
effect of missing the spikes. It is scattered over much of the plot region and
makes it hard to see the other lines. The error has an increasing trend from
very small values to nearly the Monte Carlo error, as n increases from 1
to 65536, but the values jump around considerably.
In this example, scrambled Sobol’ points appear to be no worse than
Monte Carlo when applied to the fully s-dimensional multilinear integrand.
When the dimension is small enough, as for s=5, the scrambled Sobol’
sequence is much better than Monte Carlo and when the dimension is
large, like s=40, both methods encounter the same problems.
In applications, the success of quasi-Monte Carlo methods is often
attributed to an implicitly smaller dimensionality in the integrand.
Caflisch, Morokoff, and Owen [1] introduce two measures of lower effec-
tive dimensionality: a truncation sense in which the first few dimensions
dominate the integrand, and a superposition sense in which the integrand
is dominated by sums of lower dimensional functions which, when taken
together, may involve all s coordinates. The truncation sense can involve
very sharp reductions of dimensionality: a nearly linear function has effec-
tive dimension one in the truncation sense, while if f is close enough to a
quadratic function it would have effective dimension at most two. Sloan
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and Wozniakowski [13] also investigate the lower dimension, using a
truncation sense.
The performance of scrambled Sobol’ sequences on integrands of low
effective dimension (superposition sense) was also investigated. The
integrand 12|u|2 >j # u (X j&0.5) has mean 0 variance 1 and is fully |u|-
dimensional in the sense described above. If an integrand is nearly quad-
ratic, then to integrate it accurately would require integrating integrands of
this form with |u|=2 for up to s(s&1)2 different subsets u.
Figure 2 shows the RMS error for the scrambled Sobol’ sequence in
s=10 dimensions applied for all 45 bilinear functions of the form
12(X j&0.5)(Xk&0.5) for 1 j<k10. Reference lines are given at the
Monte Carlo value n&12, at the quasi-Monte Carlo rate n&1 and at the
randomized quasi-Monte Carlo rate n&32, ignoring logarithmic factors in
the latter two cases. From this it can be seen that the bivariate functions
are being integrated more accurately than by Monte Carlo. For most of
them the randomized quasi-Monte Carlo rate appears to have set in. It is
also clear that a few of the bilinear functions converge much more slowly
than the others, so that by n=256 one of the integrands (having j=8 and
k=9) is still being integrated less accurately by randomized Sobol’ points
than it would have been by Monte Carlo. It is reasonable to expect that the
FIG. 2. Shown are the RMS errors of scrambled Sobol’ points for the 45 bilinear
integrands described in the text, for dimensions s=10, and sample sizes 2k, for k=0, ..., 16.
The dotted reference lines are relevant to Monte Carlo and randomized quasi-Monte Carlo,
as described in the text.
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error should follow the Monte Carlo curve until bt[j, k]+2 and then decrease
at roughly the n&32 rate from there.
A fourth reference line shows a staircase pattern, starting from above the
Monte Carlo reference line. This is the approximation to the RMS error
from the second clause in Eq. (22), with b=11 and s=2 corresponding to
a scrambled (0, 2)-net in base 11 applied to a bilinear integrand. Most of
the Sobol’ results are better than this reference line, but some of them are
worse. These tend to be from bilinear integrands in the dimensions with the
largest indices. The Sobol’ points have the advantage of being in a smaller
base b=2 but have the disadvantage of having tu>0.
An integrand that is nearly quadratic in s=10 variables could be
integrated very accurately by randomized Sobol’ sequences. The best
results would be obtained if the important bilinear terms were among the
integration variables with the smallest indices.
Figure 3 shows the RMS error for the scrambled Sobol’ sequence in
s=40 dimensions applied for all 40 V 392=780 bilinear functions.
Reference lines are given at n&12, n&1, and n&32, corresponding to
asymptotic rates for Monte Carlo, quasi-Monte Carlo, and randomized
quasi-Monte Carlo, respectively. A fourth reference line, shows as a
FIG. 3. Shown are the RMS errors of scrambled Sobol’ points for the 780 bilinear
integrands described in the text, for dimensions s=40, and sample sizes 2k, for k=0, ..., 16.
The dotted reference lines are relevant to Monte Carlo and randomized quasi-Monte Carlo,
as described in the text.
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staircase and corresponds to scrambled (0, 2)-nets in base b=43, according
to Eq. (22). Such (0, 2)-nets are, of course, projections of (0, 40)-nets onto
pairs of input dimensions. The base b=43 is the smallest one for which a
(0, 40)-sequence is available.
Most of the individual curves cannot be perceived. Of the 780 curves, a
small number of very bad ones stand out, while the majority of good cur-
ves overlap in a dense clump of ink. It takes almost n=10, 000 points until
all of the bilinear terms are integrated more accurately by scrambled Sobol’
points than by Monte Carlo. This is true, even though the majority of these
curves already exhibit better accuracy than the quasi-Monte Carlo
reference line by n=10, 000. The existence of some bad low-dimensional
projections of Sobol’ points is well known. Caflisch et al. [1] show an
example.
When using Sobol’ points it is important to make a good mapping
between the components of Xi and the variables used in f. By contrast, for
scrambled (0, m, s)-nets in base b, the mean squared error is the same for
all of these bilinear integrands. For dimension 40 the smallest prime power
available for b is 43 and the superior convergence rate sets in at
n=432=1849. Joy, Boyle, and Tan [5] also note that scrambling the
Sobol’ sequence can bring much smaller improvements than scrambling
sequences with t=0. The reason is that bad projections of a t=0 sequence
tend to lie on planes that get shaken up by scrambling, while bad projec-
tions of Sobol’ points tend to clump within boxes that get moved around,
but not broken up, by scrambling.
8. CONCLUSIONS
Scrambled (*, t, m, s)-nets with t>0 have many of the same properties
that scrambled (*, 0, m, s)-nets have. They produce a variance that is
o(1n), is O(n&3 (log n)s&1) for smooth integrands and is never more than
some bound times the Monte Carlo variance. This bound depends on t, s,
and b but holds uniformly over n=*bm. Unfortunately, the bound can be
quite large, but not larger than bt[(b+1)(b&1)]s.
This bound applies to worst case integrands and may not be very tight
even for them. But in the widely used Sobol’ sequences, the sampling
variance can be much larger than by Monte Carlo for a not particularly
pathological multilinear integrand, (X j&0.5)(Xk&0.5) with 1 j<k40.
The recent point sets of Niederreiter and Xing are very promising, but
more research is needed to find sharper bounds on their performance under
randomization, relative to Monte Carlo. For high dimensions s the
asymptotic regime for them sets in much earlier than for scrambled nets
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with t=0. This enormous improvement for each large dimension s trans-
lates into only relatively modest increases in the size of s for a fixed large
sample size n. But such a modest increase in s may be very important if the
effective dimension (superposition sense) of the integrand is small. Further-
more, techniques like the Brownian bridge discussed in Caflisch et al. [1]
can be used to reduce the effective dimension of the integrand.
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